

Boost Your Bottom 
Line with Michelin 


Retread Technologies


WHY MICHELIN RETREADS


See the process 
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Our innovative retread process utilizes customized machinery that is standard across 
all plants to ensure quality and consistency. We examine every tire throughout the 
retread journey—just one of the many additional steps we take that sets our process 
apart from others. 


An Industry-Leading Retread Process


Our curing chambers utilize 
steam for consistent 


temperatures  to ensure quicker, 
longer-lasting adhesion.


Treadeye is an exclusive 
laser-scanning technology 


that measures 1,200 points to 
accurately capture remaining 


tread depth.


Michelin Retread Technologies (MRT) creates 
industry-leading retreads you can trust to 
save money and keep your trucks on the 
road. Take advantage of proven reliability, 
backed by an audited, 9-step manufacturing 
process and a nationwide warranty. 



https://business.michelinman.com/michelin-retread-technologies#process





Great for Business. 
Good for the 
Environment. 


(1) Based on field data compiled by Michelin representatives and internal testing.
(2) www.retread.org/learn-more


Michelin retreads extend the life of your tires 
and improve fuel efficiency to maximize your 
total cost of ownership. When you get the most 
out of your tires, you boost your bottom line.


By retreading, you can reuse a single 
casing repeatedly, resulting in less 
waste and more cost savings.


To learn more about the many advantages of 
Michelin Retread Technologies (MRT), contact your 
Michelin dealer, or schedule a tour of an MRT plant 
to see the process for yourself. 


Proven Compounds, Treads 
& Retreading Technology


More Tire Life 
at Half the Cost


Michelin retreads last 
90% as long as a new 
tire at 50% the cost.(1)


15 GALLONS


The amount of oil saved in 
manufacturing a retread 
compared to a new tire.(2)


The amount of tires that would 
end up in tire piles or landfills 
continue their useful lives for 
thousands of more miles.(2)


MILLIONS of tires






